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Abstract

To achieve high-loading of stable subnanometric metal clusters on solid carriers is a challenge since those small metal clusters have strong tendency to sinter into larger nanoparticles. Development of facile synthesis methodologies to obtain subnanometric metal catalysts with high metal loading and high stability against sintering at high temperature (>500 °C) in reductive atmosphere (such as H₂) is critical for the practical applications. In this work, we will present and discuss the generation of high-loading (~1.4 wt%) subnanometric Pt clusters confined in the sinusoidal channels of MFI zeolite, on the basis of the atomic-level understanding on the evolution of Pt and Sn species during high-temperature oxidation-reduction treatments. It will be shown that the structural evolution of Pt and Sn species is dependent on the post-synthesis treatments. The Pt particles on the external surface can disintegrate into subnanometric Pt species and get stabilized in the zeolite channels during high-temperature calcination in air while Sn species migrate from surface region to internal region during high-temperature reduction treatment at 650 °C. The resultant material containing bimetallic PtSn clusters confined in the 10MR sinusoidal channels of the purely siliceous MFI zeolite show excellent catalytic activity and stability, as demonstrated for dehydrogenation of light alkanes at high reaction temperature.
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Highlights

- High-loading PtSn bimetallic clusters are encapsulated in pure-silica MFI zeolite
- Pt and Sn species show dynamic structural evolution during redox treatment
- The evolution behavior has been followed by AC-STEM at atomic level
- The bimetallic PtSn clusters show high stability against sintering up to 650 °C
- The optimized PtSn clusters show excellent reactivity for propane dehydrogenation
1. Introduction

Tremendous attention has been drawn in recent years to the subnanometric metal catalysts in the heterogeneous catalysis community and new catalytic behaviors have been reported with those metal entities [1-4]. However, to translate those fundamental findings into practical applications, synthesis methodologies for the generation of subnanometric metal catalysts with high stability and scalable production should be developed [5-7].

It has been reported in the literature that, single atoms or metal clusters can be feasibly generated on various solid carriers with a high metal loading. Single Pt atoms with total Pt loading above 1 wt% can be generated on metal oxides such as CeO$_2$ and Fe$_2$O$_3$ by conventional impregnation or coprecipitation, followed by calcination in air [8,9]. However, those Pt atoms will agglomerate into nanoparticles (>1 nm) after thermal annealing in N$_2$ or reduction treatment with H$_2$ or CO (even at 200-300 °C) [10,11]. Therefore, it still remains challenging to stabilize subnanometric metal clusters after high-temperature reduction treatment (>500 °C), especially for samples with metal loading above 1 wt%.

To achieve that goal, inorganic porous materials, such as zeolites, can be an ideal support to host and confine subnanometric metal species against sintering under harsh conditions. Indeed, it has been demonstrated that metal nanoparticles or subnanometric metal clusters can be encapsulated in zeolites, achieving high stability and shape-selective catalytic properties [12-17]. For instance, small metal nanoparticles such as Pt and Pd have been stabilized in various zeolites (CHA, MFI, BEA etc.) by introducing the metal precursor during the synthesis or through the interzeolite transformation and seed-directed synthesis [18-20]. However, the metal loading in those works are mostly below 1 wt%, while the metal entities can sinter into particles larger than 1 nm after being reduced by H$_2$ at higher temperature (≥600 °C) and show irregular distributions in the zeolite crystallites.

The structural evolution of subnanometric metal species as a response to the change of the environment has been observed in numerous systems and various supported metal catalysts [21,22]. By advanced in situ/operando characterization techniques such as high-resolution TEM and X-ray absorption spectroscopy, we have gained knowledge on the behavior of the atomically dispersed metal species [23]. With respect to metal-zeolite materials, the dynamic structural transformations of metal species within the porous structures have also been studied by several spectroscopic techniques [15,24].
However, due to their complex structures and low stability under electron beam, quite limited results with atomic-level resolution have been reported on the evolution behavior of metal atoms and clusters confined in zeolites in the literature [25,26].

In this work, we will demonstrate the feasibility to obtain a pure-silica MFI zeolite containing subnanometric Pt (~1.4 wt%) and Sn species. The behavior of Pt and Sn species during high-temperature oxidation-reduction treatments will be studied at atomic level by STEM-iDPC imaging technique, which allows us to obtain information on the location and evolution of Pt atoms and clusters in the zeolite structure. This study evidences that Pt particles located on the external surface in the assynthesized material disintegrate into subnanometric Pt species during high-temperature calcination in air, while Sn species migrate from the surface to the internal regions during high-temperature reduction treatments. With these insights at atomic level, we have prepared a K-PtSn@MFI material containing a large population of stable subnanometric bimetallic PtSn clusters confined in the 10MR sinusoidal channels of MFI zeolite structure by combining one-pot synthesis and post-synthesis treatments. The materials prepared by this procedure are highly stable and active catalyst for propane dehydrogenation reaction at high temperature.

2. Experiments

2.1 One-pot synthesis of MFI zeolites with the encapsulation of Pt

2.1.1 Synthesis of K-free Pt@MFI

Pt nanoparticles encapsulated in MFI zeolite were prepared by a one-pot synthesis. Firstly, a tetrapropylammonium hydroxide (TPAOH) solution was prepared by mixing 8.12 g of K-free TPAOH solution (40 wt%, from Alfa-Aesar (product code: 17456.22)) and 20.1 g of distilled water at room temperature. Then, 8.24 g Tetraethyl orthosilicate (TEOS) was hydrolyzed with tetrapropylammonium hydroxide solution (TPAOH) at room temperature for 6 h under stirring (500 rpm). The resultant solution was divided into two parts with the same weight. To each portion of the solution, 233 μL \( \text{H}_2\text{PtCl}_6 \) aqueous (0.38 mol/L) and 150 μL of ethylenediamine were added while stirring was kept for 20 min. The resultant yellow solution was then transferred to Teflon-lined autoclaves and heated in an electric oven at 175 °C for 96 h under static conditions. The amount of Pt in the final Pt@MFI material is 1.4 wt%. After the hydrothermal process, the solid product was isolated by filtration and washed
with distilled water and acetone and then dried at 60 °C. Then the solid sample was calcined under an air flow at 560 °C for 8 h.

2.1.2 Synthesis of K-free PtSn@MFI

PtSn nanoparticles encapsulated in MFI zeolite were prepared by a similar one-pot synthesis as the Pt@MFI sample. Additionally, 50 mg of SnCl$_4$·5H$_2$O was added to the mixture of TEOS-TPAOH-water together with 233 μL H$_2$PtCl$_6$ aqueous (0.38 mol/L) and 150 μL of ethylenediamine under rigorous stirring. The amount of Pt and Sn in the final PtSn@MFI material is 1.4 wt% and 0.7 wt%, respectively.

2.1.3 Synthesis of K-Pt@MFI

K-promoted Pt clusters encapsulated in MFI zeolite were prepared by a one-pot synthesis. Firstly, a tetrapropylammonium hydroxide (TPAOH) solution was prepared by mixing 5.0 g of K-free TPAOH solution (40 wt%, from Alfa-Aesar, product code: 17456.22) and 6.24 g of TPAOH solution (20 wt%, from Sigma-Aldrich containing ~0.6 wt% of K, product code: 254533-100G) and 17.0 g of distilled water at room temperature. Then, 8.24 g Tetraethyl orthosilicate (TEOS) were hydrolyzed with tetrapropylammonium hydroxide solution (TPAOH) at room temperature for 6 h under stirring (500 rpm). The resultant solution was divided into two parts with the same weight. To each portion of the solution, 233 μL of H$_2$PtCl$_6$ aqueous (0.38 mol/L) and 150 μL of ethylenediamine were added and stirring was kept for 20 min. The resultant yellow solution was then transferred to Teflon-lined autoclaves and heated in an electric oven at 175 °C for 96 h under static conditions. The amounts of Pt and K in the final product were 1.4 wt% and 0.7 wt%, respectively. After the hydrothermal process, the solid product was isolated by filtration and washed with distilled water and acetone and then dried at 60 °C. Then the solid sample was calcined under air flow at 560 °C for 8 h.

2.1.4 Synthesis of K-PtSn@MFI

K-promoted PtSn clusters encapsulated in MFI zeolite were prepared by a similar one-pot synthesis as the K-Pt@MFI sample. Additionally, 50 mg of SnCl$_4$·5H$_2$O was added to the mixture of TEOS-TPAOH-water together with 233 μL H$_2$PtCl$_6$ aqueous (0.38 mol/L) and 150 μL of ethylenediamine
under rigorous stirring. The amounts of Pt, K and Sn in the final product were 1.4 wt%, 0.7 wt% and 0.6 wt%, respectively.

2.1.5 Synthesis of K-PtSn/MFI-imp by conventional incipient wetness impregnation.

Firstly, a K-promoted purely siliceous MFI support was prepared by following the procedure for the K-Pt@MFI sample without the addition of Pt precursor. After the hydrothermal synthesis, the solid product was recovered and then calcined in air at 560 °C for 8 h. Taking that K-MFI as support, Pt and Sn together with ethylenediamine is introduced to the K-MFI support by conventional incipient wetness impregnation. The amount of Pt and Sn is the same to the K-PtSn@MFI sample prepared by one-pot synthesis.

2.1.6 High-temperature redox treatment with the K-PtSn@MFI sample

To promote the redispersion of Pt species in MFI zeolite, we have carried out a high temperature oxidation-reduction treatment at 650 °C. For one cycle of redox treatment, the K-PtSn@MFI sample was oxidized by calcination in air at 650 °C for 3 h. After that, the oxidized sample was reduced by H₂ at 650 °C for 3 h. Consecutive cycles of redox treatments were carried out to stepwisely improve the dispersion of Pt species in MFI crystallites.

2.2 Characterization

Powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) was performed with a HTPhilips X’Pert MPD diffractometer equipped with a PW3050 goniometer using Cu Kα radiation and a multisampling handler.

The amounts of silanol groups in the Pt-zeolite materials were measured by FT-IR. Before the measurement, the Pt-zeolite materials were dehydrated in vacuum at 400 °C and then cool to room temperature in the vacuum IR cell. The IR spectra of the Pt-zeolite were then recorded by a Nicolet 710 FT-IR spectrometer.

Samples for electron microscopy studies were prepared by dropping the suspension of the solid samples in CH₂Cl₂ directly onto holey-carbon coated copper grids. Electron Microscopy measurements were performed using two types of microscopes. Thus, non-corrected JEOL 2100F microscope operating at 200 kV both in transmission (TEM) and scanning-transmission modes (STEM)
was used to record High Angle Annular Dark Field (HAADF), Z-contrast, images at low resolution. High resolution HAADF-STEM and STEM-iDPC imaging was performed on a double aberration corrected (AC), monochromated, FEI Titan³ Themis 60-300 microscope working at 300 kV. More details on the measurements are described in the supporting information.

IR spectra of adsorbed CO on Pt-zeolite samples were recorded at room temperature with a Nexus 8700 FTIR spectrometer using a DTGS detector and acquiring at 4 cm⁻¹ resolution. An IR cell allowing in situ treatments in controlled atmospheres and temperatures from 25 °C to 500 °C has been connected to a vacuum system with gas dosing facility. For IR studies the samples were pressed into self-supported wafers and pre-treated in H₂ flow at 450 °C for 2 h followed by vacuum treatment (10⁻⁵ mbar). After activation the samples were cooled down to 25 °C under dynamic vacuum conditions followed by CO dosing at increasing pressure (0.4-8.5 mbar). IR spectra were recorded after each dosage of CO.

The last technique, iDPC (for Integrated-Differential Phase Contrast) imaging, provides in this microscope atomically resolved images in which the contrasts are roughly related to the atomic number of the elements under the beam in thin specimen, instead of the roughly Z²-dependent contrasts obtained in HAADF-STEM images. By using a 4-segment detector, this technique allows imaging light elements, as it is the case of O, in the presence of heavier ones (Si, Z=14) under very low electron dose conditions, which is a key aspect in the atomic scale structural analysis of zeolites, which are very sensitive to electron beams. In particular, 2048 x 2048 HAADF-iDPC image pairs were recorded simultaneously using a convergence angle of 18.6 mrad and collection angles of 53-198 mrad. This configuration allowed us to optimize the collection of the signals on the HAADF and FEI DF4 detectors. In order to limit the damage by the electron beam, a fast image recording protocol was used by combining a beam current of 10-30 pA, a 1.25-2.5 µs dwell time (corresponding to dose rates of 2500-3900 e⁻/Å²) and an automated fine-tuning alignment of A1 and C1 using the OptiSTEM software.

To determine the spatial distribution of the metallic species within the zeolite framework, a specific methodology for the digital analysis of the experimental images has been developed and coded in a home-made MATLAB script. First, to improve the signal-to-noise, the HR-HAADF STEM images were denoised by combining the Anscomb transform and Undecimated Wavelet Transforms (UWVT) [27]. Then, a user-independent, fully automated, segmentation of image contrasts by clustering
techniques (K-means method) was applied to recognize and classify the metallic entities, which is a requirement to guarantee statistically meaningful and unbiased results.

The STEM-EDS measurements were performed on the JEOL-2100F microscope equipped with a X-MAX silicon drift detector supplied by Oxford Instruments. The quantification of EDS results was performed with the AZtecTEM software. The following five elements, line types and the corresponding k factors were considered in the quantification procedure: O-K (2.02), Si-K (1.00), K-K (1.009), Sn-L (1.924) and Pt-M (1.726).

X-ray absorption experiments at the Pt (11564 eV) L\textsubscript{III} and Sn (29200 eV) K-edges, were performed at the BL22 (CLÆSS) beamline of ALBA synchrotron (Cerdanyolla del Vallès, Spain) [28] and beamline of BM23 in ESRF synchrotron (Grenoble, France) [29]. The white beam was monochromatized using a Si (111) and (311) double crystals, respectively; harmonic rejection has been performed using Rh-coated silicon mirrors. The spectra were collected in transmission (Pt L\textsubscript{III}-edge) and fluorescence (Sn K-edge) modes by means of the ionization chambers filled with appropriate gases (Pt L\textsubscript{III}-edge: 95 % N\textsubscript{2} + 5 % Kr for I\textsubscript{0} and 17.1 % N\textsubscript{2} + 82.9 % Kr for I\textsubscript{1}; Sn K-edge: 89.4 % N\textsubscript{2} + 10.6 % Kr for I\textsubscript{0} and 100 % Kr for I\textsubscript{1}) and a fluorescence solid-state detector. Samples in the form of self-supported pellets of optimized thickness have been located inside an in-house built multipurpose cell allowing \textit{in situ} experiments. Several scans were acquired at each measurement step to ensure spectral reproducibility and good signal-to-noise ratio. The data reduction and extraction of the $\chi(k)$ function has been performed using Athena code. EXAFS data analysis has been performed using the Arthemis software [30]. Phase and amplitudes have been calculated by FEFF6 code [30]. The values of $E_0$ (inflection point in the first derivative of XANES spectra) used for data alignment were the following: 29200 eV for Sn metal, 29201 eV for SnO, 29204 eV for SnO\textsubscript{2} and 11564 eV for Pt metal.

2.3 Catalytic studies of Pt-zeolite materials for propane dehydrogenation reactions.

The dehydrogenation of propane to propylene was chosen as model reaction to test the reactivity and stability of Pt particles or clusters encapsulated in pure-silica MFI zeolite. The reaction was performed with a fix-bed reactor under atmospheric pressure using N\textsubscript{2}/propane as feed gas at 600 °C. The products were analyzed by a GC which can detect cracking products (methane, ethene and ethane), propylene, C4, C5 and aromatics. Before reaction, the catalyst was reduced by H\textsubscript{2} flow (35 mL/min)
at 600 °C for 1 h with a ramp rate of 10 °C/min from room temperature up to 600 °C. After the reduction pre-treatment, the atmosphere was changed to reaction feed gas (5 mL/min of propane and 16 mL/min of N₂ as balanced gas). After the propane dehydrogenation test, the sample was cooled down to ~100 °C and started to be regenerated by calcination in air at 600 °C for 2 h with a ramp rate of 10 °C/min from ~100 °C up to 600 °C. After calcination in air, the sample was cooled down to ~100 °C again and then reduced by H₂ at 600 °C for 1 h ~100 °C up to 600 °C before the second cycle for propane dehydrogenation reaction. After the second cycle of propane dehydrogenation test, the sample was cooled down to ~100 °C and started to be regenerated by calcination in air at 600 °C for 2 h with a ramp rate of 10 °C/min from ~100 °C up to 600 °C. After calcination in air, the sample was cooled down to ~100 °C again and then reduced by H₂ at 600 °C for 1 h ~100 °C up to 600 °C before the third cycle for propane dehydrogenation reaction.

3. Results and Discussion

First of all, we have found that, when conveniently adapted, our synthesis method can allow the generation of high-loading of Pt species (~1.4 wt%, more than 3 times of the Pt loading in our previous work) in the form of subnanometric metal clusters within pure-siliceous MFI zeolite crystallites (see experimental section for synthesis details) [31]. As discussed in the supporting information (Fig. S1-S37), the various Pt-MFI zeolite samples (K-free Pt@MFI, PtSn@MFI, K-Pt@MFI, K-PtSn@MFI, Na-Pt@MFI and Cs-Pt@MFI) prepared here with higher Pt loading are of practically the same quality as the materials with low Pt loading (~0.4 wt%) studied in our previous work, indicating the robustness of our synthesis method. The size distributions of Pt particles are greatly dependent on the chemical compositions. According to the characterization results, the K-PtSn@MFI sample with both alkaline metals (K) and a second metal promoter (Sn) shows the highest percentage of subnanometric Pt clusters confined in the 10MR sinusoidal channels after calcination in air at 560 °C and subsequent reduction in H₂ at 600 °C. The catalytic performance for propane dehydrogenation reaction also indicate the important roles of K and Sn on stabilization and reactivity modulation of Pt clusters.

However, due to the high Pt loading and non-uniform distribution of Pt in the material, some Pt nanoparticles are formed on the surface or subsurface of MFI zeolite crystallites in the K-PtSn@MFI sample (see Fig. 1). Considering the heterogeneous distribution of Pt species in the high-loading K-
PtSn@MFI materials, we have combined here the one-pot synthesis with post-synthesis treatments to achieve our final goal of obtaining a uniform distribution of highly stable subnanometric Pt clusters within the pores of the zeolite crystallites. In this work, we will present a systematic study on how the spatial distribution of Pt species in zeolite crystallites is modified during the post-synthesis treatments and its impact on catalytic performance.

**Fig. 1.** Schematic illustration on the K-PtSn@MFI samples with different Pt loadings prepared by one-pot synthesis. When increasing the Pt loading from ~0.4 wt% to ~1.4 wt%, some Pt nanoparticles will form on the external surface of MFI zeolite crystallites after reduction by H₂ at 600 °C.
Fig. 2. Structural characterizations of K-PtSn@MFI-560air sample obtained after hydrothermal synthesis and subsequent calcination in air at 560 °C. (a, b) Low-magnification STEM images of the K-PtSn@MFI-560air sample, showing the presence of Pt nanoparticles on the external surface of MFI zeolite crystallites. (c-j) Identification of the position of isolated Pt atoms in the MFI zeolite structure by the combination of HAADF-STEM and iDPC imaging technique. High-resolution HAADF-STEM (c, e, g, i) and their corresponding iDPC images (d, f, h, j) of K-PtSn@MFI-560air sample, showing the presence of isolated Pt atoms in MFI zeolite. By correlating the HR HAADF-STEM images and iDPC images, the location of Pt atoms can be determined to be in the 10MR sinusoidal channels.
Fig. 3. Structural characterizations of K-PtSn@MFI-650air sample obtained after an additional calcination treatment with the pristine K-PtSn@MFI-560air sample in air at 650 °C. (a, b) Low-magnification STEM images of the K-PtSn@MFI-650air sample, showing the presence of a very few Pt nanoparticles on the external surface of MFI zeolite crystallites. The number of Pt nanoparticles is much lower than that in the K-PtSn@MFI-560air sample, implying the redispersion of Pt nanoparticles during calcination at higher temperature. (c-j) Identification of the position of isolated Pt atoms in the MFI zeolite structure by the combination of HAADF-STEM and iDPC imaging technique. High-resolution HAADF-STEM (c, e, g, i) and their corresponding iDPC images (d, f, h, j) of K-PtSn@MFI-560air sample, showing the presence of isolated Pt atoms in MFI zeolite. By correlating the HR HAADF-STEM images and iDPC images, the location of Pt atoms can be determined to be in the 10MR sinusoidal channels.
Fig. 4. Structural characterizations of K-PtSn@MFI-650-1C sample obtained after one cycle of calcination and reduction treatment on the pristine K-PtSn@MFI-560air sample at 650 °C. (a) A few Pt nanoparticles can be observed on the external surface of K-PtSn@MFI zeolite crystallites. (b) Meantime, subnanometric Pt clusters with very good dispersion can be observed in the MFI zeolite structure. (c-j) Identification of the position of subnanometric Pt clusters in the MFI zeolite structure by the combination of HAADF-STEM and iDPC imaging technique. High-resolution HAADF-STEM (c, e, g, i) and their corresponding iDPC images (d, f, h, j) of K-PtSn@MFI-650-1C sample, showing the presence of subnanometric Pt species in MFI zeolite and their location on the zeolite structure. By correlating the HR HAADF-STEM images and iDPC images, the location of Pt clusters can be determined to be in the 10MR sinusoidal channels.
Fig. 5. Structural characterizations of K-PtSn@MFI-650H\textsubscript{2} sample obtained after direct reduction treatment by H\textsubscript{2} on the pristine K-PtSn@MFI-560air sample at 650 °C. (a) A large number of Pt nanoparticles can be observed on the external surface of K-PtSn@MFI zeolite crystallites, which is much higher than the pristine K-PtSn@MFI-560air and the K-PtSn@MFI-650-1C sample. (b) Meantime, subnanometric Pt clusters can also be observed in the MFI zeolite structure. (c-j) Identification of the position of subnanometric Pt clusters in the MFI zeolite structure by the combination of HAADF-STEM and iDPC imaging technique. High-resolution HAADF-STEM (c, e, g, i) and their corresponding iDPC images (d, f, h, j) of K-PtSn@MFI-650H\textsubscript{2} sample, showing the presence of subnanometric Pt species in MFI zeolite and their location on the zeolite structure. By correlating the HR HAADF-STEM images and iDPC images, the location of Pt clusters can be determined to be in the 10MR sinusoidal channels.
Fig. 6. Schematic illustration on the evolution of Pt species during high-temperature oxidation and reduction treatments. Direct reduction at 650 °C will cause the formation of many Pt nanoparticles on the external surface of MFI zeolite. After oxidation-reduction treatment, Pt nanoparticles on the external surface will migrate into the internal space and subsequently stabilized as Pt clusters in the sinusoidal channels.
Fig. 7. Structural characterizations of K-PtSn@MFI-650-1.5C sample obtained after one calcination treatment on the K-PtSn@MFI-650-1C sample in air at 650 °C. (a) Pt nanoparticles can be barely observed on the external surface of K-PtSn@MFI zeolite crystallites. (b) Meantime, some subnanometric Pt clusters and isolated Pt atoms can be observed in the MFI zeolite structure. (c-j) Identification of the position of subnanometric Pt clusters and isolated Pt atoms in the MFI zeolite structure by the combination of HAADF-STEM and iDPC imaging technique. High-resolution HAADF-STEM (c, e, g, i) and their corresponding iDPC images (d, f, h, j) of K-PtSn@MFI-650-1.5C sample, showing the presence of subnanometric Pt species in MFI zeolite and their location on the zeolite structure. By correlating the HR HAADF-STEM images and iDPC images, the location of Pt atoms and clusters can be determined to be in the 10MR sinusoidal channels.
**Fig. 8.** Structural characterizations of K-PtSn@MFI-650-2C sample obtained after two cycles of calcination and reduction treatment on the pristine K-PtSn@MFI-560air sample at 650 °C. (a, b) A very few Pt nanoparticles and subnanometric Pt clusters with very good dispersion can be observed in the MFI zeolite structure. (c-j) Identification of the position of subnanometric Pt clusters in the MFI zeolite structure by the combination of HAADF-STEM and iDPC imaging technique. High-resolution HAADF-STEM (c, e, g, i) and their corresponding iDPC images (d, f, h, j) of K-PtSn@MFI-650-2C sample, showing the presence of subnanometric Pt species in MFI zeolite and their location on the zeolite structure. By correlating the HR HAADF-STEM images and iDPC images, the location of Pt clusters can be determined to be in the 10MR sinusoidal channels.
To understand the location of subnanometric Pt species within the MFI structure for the high Pt loading samples and how those tiny species evolve during various treatments, we have characterized the K-PtSn@MFI samples with the newly developed method which involves the simultaneous use of STEM-HAADF and STEM-iDPC techniques. As shown in Fig. 2, in the initial K-PtSn@MFI sample obtained after calcination in air (named as K-PtSn@MFI-560air), a few Pt nanoparticles are observed on the external surface of some MFI zeolite crystallites (Fig. S38). Meanwhile, the presence of atomically dispersed Pt species in the sinusoidal channels has been confirmed by the paired HAADF-STEM and iDPC images, as shown in Fig. S39-S40. Note that, due to their low contrast, atomically dispersed Sn species are extremely difficult to be detected in the HAADF-STEM images. After high-temperature calcination at 650 °C, the number of Pt nanoparticles is dramatically decreased and a few tiny Pt particles or clusters are observed in the STEM images (see Fig. 3). Pt atoms within the 10MR sinusoidal channels can also be identified by the high-resolution HAADF-iDPC paired images (see Fig. S41-S43), suggesting that the calcination at 650 °C in air doesn’t promote a preferential location of Pt atoms in the zeolite structure. Effectively, although the vast majority of the isolated Pt atoms observed in the K-PtSn@MFI-650air are located in the 10MR sinusoidal channels, a fraction of Pt atoms could be found at the intersectional voids or straight channels, which may result from the migrated Pt species from external surface to internal space of MFI zeolite.

The above results indicate that redispersion of Pt particles (<5 nm) at the external surface of MFI crystallites may occur through the disintegration of Pt nanoparticles in oxidative atmosphere and subsequent migration from external surface into the pore mouths of the 10MR sinusoidal channels. After one cycle of oxidation-reduction treatment by H2 at 650 °C (named as K-PtSn@MFI-650-1C), the atomically dispersed Pt species in the K-PtSn@MFI-650air sample will agglomerate and form Pt clusters of 0.5-0.6 nm confined in the 10MR sinusoidal channels, as visualized in the HAADF-STEM images (see Fig. 4), though a few Pt nanoparticles can be observed on the external surface of the zeolite crystallites. Interestingly, the location of subnanometric PtSn clusters in the K-PtSn@MFI-650-1C sample is preserved to be in the sinusoidal channels (see Fig. S44-46), indicating that the preferential location of the PtSn clusters in MFI zeolite is not affected by the high-temperature treatments. On the other hand, these results also confirmed that, the Pt atoms observed in the K-PtSn@MFI-650air sample should mainly locate in the 10MR sinusoidal channels.
For comparison, the K-PtSn@MFI-560air sample has been reduced by H$_2$ at 650 °C (named as K-PtSn@MFI-650H$_2$). As shown in Fig. 5, a large number of Pt nanoparticles (2-10 nm) are formed on the external surface of MFI crystallites, though subnanometric PtSn clusters are also present (see more images in Fig. S47-S50). These results confirm the significant influence of the high-temperature calcination treatment on the spatial distribution of Pt species, which is a key step to generate dense subnanometric PtSn clusters in the zeolite crystallites.

The redispersion of Pt particles in zeolites, or generally on solid carriers, has already been observed during thermal treatments in the literature [15,32,33]. However, the position of Pt atoms or particles has not been fully revealed at atomic level in those prior works. According to the results presented above, we are able to describe the structural transformation behavior of subnanometric Pt species during the high-temperature redox treatments. As depicted in Fig. 6, part of the Pt species at the surface or subsurface can diffuse to the internal space of the MFI crystallite during the calcination in air. Since the organic template molecules (TPAOH in this work) were already removed, the re-dispersed Pt species may occupy several possible positions, including the straight channels, sinusoidal channels and the intersectional crossing. Since the majority of Pt species are located in the sinusoidal channels in the as-synthesized K-PtSn@MFI-560air sample (obtained after calcination in air at 560 °C) and the amount of migrated Pt species is not high in terms of the total Pt in the whole sample, the Pt species in the sinusoidal channel are still a dominant part in the K-PtSn@MFI-650air, as confirmed by HAADF-iDPC images (see Fig. S43). Therefore, when the K-PtSn@MFI-650air sample is reduced by H$_2$, the Pt clusters formed in the sinusoidal channels can work as the nucleation sites and some of the Pt atoms in the intersectional crossing and the straight channel may migrate to the Pt clusters in the sinusoidal channels. As a consequence, subnanometric PtSn clusters are mainly located in the 10MR sinusoidal channels in the K-PtSn@MFI-650-1C sample. However, if the initial K-PtSn@MFI-560air sample, i.e. the K-PtSn@MFI calcined at lower temperature, is directly reduced by H$_2$ at 650 °C, a large fraction of the highly dispersed Pt species on the surface or at the subsurface of MFI zeolite crystallites may form nanoparticles and migrate to the external surface, though part of the Pt species also form subnanometric Pt clusters in the sinusoidal channels inside the crystallites (see Fig. S50).

Once the bimetallic PtSn clusters are formed in the PtSn@MFI-650-1C sample, one may be interested on the stability of those subnanometric PtSn clusters during high-temperature calcination
treatment. In our previous work, we have shown that, Pt nanoclusters can be completely disintegrated into isolated Pt atoms when the Pt nanoclusters are trapped in high-silica CHA-type zeolite. To address that issue, the K-PtSn@MFI-650-1C sample has been subjected to another calcination in air at 650 °C, and the location of Pt species has been studied by the STEM-iDPC imaging technique. As shown in Fig. 7 and Fig. S51, some residual subnanometric Pt clusters can be observed in the STEM images, though the number of Pt clusters observed is much lower than that in the PtSn@MFI-650-1C sample. The paired HAADF-STEM and iDPC images indicate that, both isolated Pt atoms and Pt clusters can be observed in the sinusoidal 10MR channels (Fig. S52). These results indicate that, the disintegration of PtSn clusters confined in the sinusoidal 10MR channels did occur during calcination in air at 650 °C, but the PtSn clusters were not completely transformed into isolated Pt atoms. It is known that, when metallic Pt particles are oxidized, their contrast in the TEM images can decrease [34,35]. Since we are able to observe some Pt clusters remaining in the sinusoidal channels, one plausible scenario that occurs during the high-temperature calcination treatment is the partial disintegration of PtSn clusters. The oxidized Pt and Sn species are slightly redispersed, but still remain in the sinusoidal 10MR channels, instead of migrating across the intersectional voids or 10MR straight channels in the zeolite crystallites.

To confirm that hypothesis, the K-PtSn@MFI-650-1.5C sample has been reduced again by H2 at 650 °C, which leads to the formation of the K-PtSn@MFI-650-2C sample. As shown in Fig. 8, uniformly distributed subnanometric PtSn clusters are observed again in the MFI zeolite crystallites, even after two cycles of redox treatment at 650 °C, confirming their superior stability. More importantly, the position of the Pt clusters has also been determined by HAADF-iDPC images, and according to those images, the vast majority of the subnanometric Pt clusters remain located in the 10MR sinusoidal channels (see Fig. S53-S56). These results confirm that, the migration of Pt species across the intersectional void and 10MR straight channels during high-temperature calcination in air is not observed within the MFI zeolite crystallites. During the calcination in air, bimetallic PtSn clusters can probably transform into PtOx and SnOx species, as observed with Pt-based nanoparticles in oxidative atmosphere [36-38]. The resultant SnOx species remain in the sinusoidal channels due to the strong interaction with the zeolite framework, and the high affinity between PtOx and SnOx species contribute to the stabilization of Pt species in the sinusoidal channels. The high stability of
subnanometric Pt species can also be reflected in the structural characterizations on the K-PtSn@MFI-650-3C sample. After three cycles of oxidation-reduction treatment at 650 °C, a large population of subnanometric PtSn clusters with very good dispersion are preserved in the sinusoidal 10MR channels, as revealed by the STEM-iDPC images (Fig. S57-S61).

Besides, we have employed in situ CO-IR spectroscopy to study the dispersion of Pt species in MFI zeolites. According to Fig. S62, various CO bands adsorbed on Pt nanoparticles and clusters can be observed in the spectra. Notably, after three cycles of redox treatments at 650 °C, the intensity of CO bands adsorbed on Pt nanoparticles decreases while the band intensity associated with Pt clusters increases in comparison with the K-PtSn@MFI sample prior to high-temperature treatments [39,40]. Furthermore, the band at ~1890 cm⁻¹, which could be related to CO adsorbed on Pt-SnOx interface, decreases after redox treatment, implying a promotion reduction of SnOx species and formation of bimetallic PtSn clusters [41]. These results are consistent with the observation by electron microscopy, further confirming the dispersion of Pt nanoparticles into subnanometric Pt clusters in the K-PtSn@MFI-650-3C sample.
Fig. 9. Distribution of different elements in K-PtSn@MFI-560air and K-PtSn@MFI-650-3C samples measured by STEM-EDS mapping. (a) STEM-HAADF image of a single MFI zeolite crystallite of K-PtSn@MFI-560air sample and (b-f) the spatial distribution of various elements. (g) STEM-HAADF image of a single MFI zeolite crystallite of K-PtSn@MFI-650-3C sample and (h-l) the spatial distribution of various elements. The amount of Sn and Pt in the surface and core regions of the zeolite crystallites are indicated in (a) and (g).
In conventional supported catalysts consisting of Pt-based nanoparticles, both Pt and the second component (such as Fe, Ni or Sn) may show structural transformation when the external environment is changed [42-44]. In the above discussion, we have focused on the location of subnanometric Pt species during the redox treatments based on the atomic-level structural characterization results. The identification of the location of Sn species in MFI zeolite is quite difficult due to their low contrast in STEM images. However, considering the formation of bimetallic PtSn clusters during reduction treatment at 650 °C, migration of Sn species within the MFI zeolite crystallite may occur in the K-PtSn@MFI sample. We have measured the distribution of Sn species in the MFI zeolite by STEM-EDS mapping and the results indicate that Sn species are enriched at the surface regions of the MFI zeolite crystallites in the pristine K-PtSn@MFI-560air sample, as shown in Fig. 9a-f and Fig. S63. The surface enrichment of Sn species has also been found with the Sn-MFI materials prepared by one-pot hydrothermal synthesis in the literature [45]. In contrast, the distribution of Pt seems to be more homogeneous than Sn, though some difference can still be observed among different areas in a single zeolite crystallite. Furthermore, a higher calcination treatment at 650 °C doesn’t have influence on the spatial distribution of Sn species (see Fig. S64), which should be related to the high stability of Sn(IV) species bonded to the zeolite framework. However, after reduction treatment in H2 at 650 °C, the amount of Sn in the core region of the MFI zeolite crystallite increases (see Fig. 9g-l and Fig. S65), as observed in others samples after high-temperature reduction treatment, including K-PtSn@MFI-650H2 (Fig. S66) and K-PtSn@MFI-650-1C (Fig. S67). During the high-temperature reduction treatment, the Pt clusters located in the core region of the zeolite crystallite can serve as the anchoring sites for the mobile Sn species [46], which migrate from the surface to the core region and form PtSn bimetallic clusters in the sinusoidal channels, resulting in the increase of Sn content in the core region.

The change of spatial distribution of Pt and Sn elements in the K-PtSn@MFI sample has been studied by XPS, which is an averaged analysis technique as a complementary tool to STEM-EDS. The ratio of Sn/Pt in the surface region is 4.8 in the K-PtSn@MFI-650air sample, which is much higher than the Sn/Pt ratio (~0.7) in the whole sample measured by ICP analysis. After H2 reduction treatment at 650 °C, the surface Sn/Pt ratio decreases to 2.0, inferring to the migration of Sn from surface to internal space of the zeolite crystallites, being consistent with the STEM-EDS results.

We have carried out the same redox treatment with the K-Pt@MFI sample (with ~1.4 wt% Pt) to
clarify the critical role of Sn species on stabilization of subnanometric Pt clusters during high-temperature redox treatments. After one cycle of treatment at 650 °C, most of the Pt species exist as small Pt nanoparticles ~1 nm though a small fraction of Pt clusters can also be observed. Due to the growth of the particle size, those Pt particles in the K-Pt@MFI-650-1C sample are no longer confined in the 10MR sinusoidal channels but migrate to the intersectional voids (see Fig. S68-S69).

Combining the above results on studying the evolution behavior of subnanometric Pt and Sn species in MFI zeolite crystallites during high-temperature redox treatments, we can achieve a global understanding on how the distribution of the two metal components can be regulated by post-synthesis treatments (as summarized in Fig. 6) and these insights lead us to obtain a K-PtSn@MFI sample containing a large population of subnanometric PtSn clusters with very good distribution in the 10MR sinusoidal channels.

**Fig. 10.** Catalytic performance of K-PtSn@MFI samples tested under high weight-hour space velocity conditions. Reaction conditions: 20 mg solid catalyst, 5 mL/min of propane and 16 mL/min of N₂ as feed gas, 600 °C. All the samples were reduced by H₂ in the fix-bed reactor at 600 °C for 1 h before
the catalytic test. (a) K-PtSn@MFI-560air sample, (b) K-PtSn@MFI-650H₂ sample after reduction by H₂ at 650 °C for 3 h, (c) K-PtSn@MFI-650-1C sample obtained after one cycle of oxidation-reduction treatment at 650 °C and (d) K-PtSn@MFI-650-3C sample after three cycles of oxidation-reduction treatment at 650 °C.

To study the influence of high-temperature redox treatment on the catalytic performance of K-PtSn@MFI sample, we have tested them for propane dehydrogenation. In order to better distinguish different samples, the catalytic tests were carried out at a higher weight-hour space velocity by using less solid catalyst (see Experimental section for details). As shown in Fig. 10a, if the as-prepared K-PtSn@MFI sample (K-PtSn@MFI-560air) was directly reduced by H₂ in the reactor at 600 °C for 1 h before the catalytic test, a low initial selectivity to propylene and a fast deactivation can be observed. However, if the same catalyst was reduced by H₂ at 650 °C for 3 h, a higher initial selectivity to propylene and much slower deactivation was obtained, which can be ascribed to the formation of more bimetallic PtSn species after high-temperature reduction treatment. If the sample was treated with one cycle of calcination-reduction at 650 °C, the deactivation can be further slowed down. Remarkably, after three cycles of redox treatment, the K-PtSn@MFI-650-3C sample presents further improved catalytic performance compared to the K-PtSn@MFI-650-1C and K-PtSn@MFI-650-2C sample (see Fig. S70). The marked decrease of deactivation rate observed with the samples after high-temperature redox treatments can be ascribed to the formation of bimetallic PtSn clusters, in which the atomically Sn species are bonded to the surface of subnanometric Pt clusters confined in the 10MR channels, as revealed by our recent work [47].

If the high-temperature redox treatment is directly carried out with the as-synthesized K-PtSn@MFI sample, the resultant K-PtSn@MFI-650air-direct sample contains a higher population of Pt nanoparticles on the external surface of MFI zeolite crystallites, though subnanometric Pt clusters are also observed inside the zeolite crystallites (see Fig. S71-S74). Considering that the removal of organic structure-directing agent in the as-synthesized zeolite materials is exothermic, the local temperature within the metal-zeolite materials could be very high if the calcination is performed at high temperature. The disadvantage of direct redox treatment is also reflected in the catalytic performance for propane dehydrogenation. As shown in Fig. S75, the K-PtSn@MFI-650air-direct sample prepared by direct
calcination at 650 °C in air shows a lower initial conversion of propane and a slightly faster deactivation rate compared to the K-PtSn@MFI-650-1C sample.

After the catalytic tests, the K-PtSn@MFI materials have been characterized by electron microscopy. Basically, the morphology of the catalyst and the size distribution of Pt particles are similar to the fresh catalysts according to the STEM-HAADF images shown in Fig. S76 to Fig. S81. Particularly, in the case of the K-PtSn@MFI-65-3C, which gives the best catalytic performance, the uniform distribution of Pt clusters inside the MFI zeolite crystallites is preserved after ~70 h of propane dehydrogenation reaction (see Fig. S82-S83). And the location of Pt clusters in the 10MR sinusoidal channels is also confirmed by the paired HAADF-STEM and iDPC images (Fig. S84).

Nevertheless, we have also compared the PtSn@MFI-650-3C sample with the K-PtSn@MFI sample with a lower Pt loading (~0.4 wt% of Pt, named as K-PtSn@MFI-lessPt) reported in our previous work [31], in which Pt mainly exists as subnanometric Pt clusters in the sinusoidal channels. In terms of the initial turnover frequency (TOF) for propane dehydrogenation reaction, the K-PtSn@MFI-650-3C sample is ca. 70% of the activity of the as-synthesized K-PtSn@MFI-lessPt sample (see Fig. S85). Considering the Pt loading in PtSn@MFI-650-3C is ~3 times of that for the K-PtSn@MFI-lessPt, a higher propylene yield can be obtained with PtSn@MFI-650-3C when using the same amount of solid catalyst. Indeed, after the same high-temperature redox treatments at 650 °C with the K-PtSn@MFI-lessPt sample, the K-PtSn@MFI with high Pt loading is clearly more active than the K-PtSn@MFI with low Pt loading (K-PtSn@MFI-lessPt-650-3C), when using the same amount of solid catalyst (see Fig. S86). The above results clearly indicate that high-temperature redox treatment can be an effective method for the generation of high-density of subnanometric Pt clusters confined in zeolites, which is of interest for practical applications.

4. Conclusions

In the work, we have presented the regioselective encapsulation of subnanometric Pt clusters in the sinusoidal channels of MFI zeolite by one-pot synthesis with a relatively high Pt loading (~1.4 wt%). Furthermore, we have described at atomic level the structural evolution of subnanometric Pt and Sn species during high-temperature redox treatments. In particular we have evidenced that the Pt particles on the external surface in the as-synthesized material can disintegrate into subnanometric Pt species
and get stabilized in the zeolite channels, mostly as isolated Pt atoms after high-temperature calcination in air. While a large fraction of the Sn species remains on the surface region of the MFI zeolite crystallites after calcination in air. During the subsequent high-temperature reduction treatment, part of the Sn species can migrate from the surface to the internal region where they interact with the subnanometric Pt clusters formed from the isolated Pt atoms, leading to the formation of dense subnanometric PtSn clusters with high regioselectivity in the sinusoidal 10MR channels and excellent catalytic performance for propane dehydrogenation.

Appendix A. Supplementary material
Supporting Information Available: Materials and Experimental Methods including the additional characterization and catalytic results, supplementary discussion and references.
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